Tržiště PLC with its hotels ARIA Hotel Prague and Golden Well Hotel were awarded
with several prizes in various categories Travelers’ Choice® Awards 2015
Prague, Czech Republic – January 21, 2015 –ARIA Hotel Prague and Golden Well Hotel are both in
the front ranks in annual survey conducted by Tripadvisor.com, Travelers’ Choice® awards 2015.
ARIA Hotel Prague is an absolute winner of The Best 25 Hotels – Czech Republic from 1711 hotels in
the Czech Republic. Thus, it successfuly retains the title from last year. The second best news is
second place in The Best Luxury category in Czech Republic and last but not least a beautiful 8th
place in Top 25 Luxury Hotels in Europe.
Golden Well Hotel took 1st place in The Best Luxury Hotel in the Czech Republic and keeps its position
in Top 25 Luxury Hotels in The World and Europe.
In this fashion, both hotels left chain stars such as Four Seasons Hotel Prague or Mandarin Oriental,
Prague behind.
„I am overly happy that we managed to keep the quality of our services of both hotels on the highest
level and that the hard and thorough work of all my colleagues again lead to the highest ranking.
Every year, we make new goals but this year we will set only one and that will be to retain number
one.“ says Jiří Hlavatý, The General Manager of ARIA Hotel Prague and Golden Well Hotel.
ARIA Hotel Prague is an ideal place for music lovers and individulas with passion for the best service.
This five star hotel situated in the historical Mala Strana features 51 rooms and suites, is adjacent to
the Vrtbovska garden and, besides others, offers its guests musical library, hotel cinema or CODA
restaurant with a rooftop terrace.
Golden Well Hotel is truly a magical place with 19 rooms and suites located just under the Prague
Castle. Home-like atmosphere is amplified by excellent cuisine of its restaurant TERASA U ZLATE
STUDNE adjoining The Royal Gardens.
Travelers’ Choice 2015 awards belong to the most monitored in the Hospitality Industry. According to
TripAdvisor.com, it is the biggest travel portal in the world with more than 60 million users and over
170 million reviews of hotels, restaurants, attractions and other places connected with travelling.
Exhaustive rankings of Travelers’ Choice 2015 can be found at www.tripadvisor.com/travelerschoice
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